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4. • '; ' • ^ • American School of Classical Studies
V 54 Swodias Street, Athens 140, Greece

October 6, 1979

Dear Susan,

^%len and I want over together your letter tp her, so far as SAIi were con-

oerned, and I was relieved to sea that she could get most of what you asked her from

my deposit lists filed with otner people<8.

For W 19 : 1, SS 7i:l3 is a wrong listing, it cornea from M 17 ; 1, and is mentioned

in Agora 7 (p, 120, after M 391), frobably you s{)ould have listed SS 7315, which

does cotrie from h' 13 : 1, and is an example of KT 1600 which names dYTIOAEMOZ and AAXH2,

duoviri of the term of the eponym SY^i'PAi'Oi'AZ,

For <4 8 t 9, read the latest Khodian dating to ca, 190 (SS 10831,

• naming the eponym Hioron Ist), while two others are nearly as late (SS 10034 and SS
/XIX ' I10846 which name tho eponym Xonophanes, datable ca» 200." Don't forgot that somewhere

^ ^you are going to make a general remark making it clear that these dates are specific
so as to make sure all are accoun'^od for, but there is no idea that they are Mii exact.

I fool concomed that we did not fl.nish going through the deposits - isn't that

tho fact. Tell mo where you think we stopped. Be sure you do not cite my fievis - one

article as throwing doubt on the attr, of those coins to Ft, II - in that article I prove
or anyhow that tho deposit is of Pt.Il's dAto

that they are Pt.IIj 1 just don't think much of the numismatists' arguments, Pight

now I am particularly oonoenied with what exactly you are saying about the Middle Stoa

Building Fill, or at any rate what you are saying that I say about this fill. Like I

Fred Kleiner, liesp, 1975, see hie note 6, p, 303, I do not find evidence of"a later date

for the construction fill of the west end of the stoa," So please don't say that the

SAii suggest that, or 1 will have to do ooiapliceted things about it in a possibly soon

to be written article, i^ould you perhaps send me a photocopy of the present text

the "SBF 7

I send this now, and vdll try to look further into matters in the coming days.

If you have to send in your ms,, well, you have to, ffootf luck to it.

Best to Bob, I miss you both, ,^in possibly be at the Meetings.



MOUNT ALLISON UNIVERSITY
SACKVILLE. NEW BRUNSWICK

CANADA

EOA 3C0

September 17t 1979

Dear Helen;

I need a few pieces of Information about coins and stamped amphora
handles for my book on moldmade bowls. Some of the things are quite
straightfo^ard, but for others you will have to consult Miss Grace or
for the coins, John (or Alan, if he is there). I do need this information
Just as soon as you can possibly send it to me because, except for
these few details, the manuscript is ready for the printer, and both
Marian and I are anxious to sent it off as soon as possible.

COIhSs Information about coins may be found in a manilla binder shelved
on one of the lower shelves (below Hesneria') in the Records Room.
It 8 a list of coins in Hellenistic deposits, identified and dated
by Jack Kroll,

3.0I

Deposit K 23t1 \?hat is the inventory number of the latest coin?
According to my records, it's a bronze coin of the
second half of the second century. Is there a
reference to Svoronos (Sv.) on the coin envelope?

Deposit D-E 15sl Yihat are the inventory number of the latest coins
in the deposit? There are about 80 coins in the
deposit, and the latest date in the second half
of the second century. Are there Svoronos references?

HTAiTHD AMPhORA HANDLES: Some of this information is recorded in the
Deposit Lists, where Miss Grace has written
analyses of the amphoras in many of the deposits.
KT numbers are recorded on the catalogue cards.

7S0 handl.s?
7676
7674
7717
7664 r-. ^JTIn deposit NI91I (middle fill) SS f 2^ ^ ^ j

730V ^ U~
7514

Deposit R21:2 ^at is the SS number of the Knidian handle from the
term of fuphranor (KT 778)

Deposit Q6-9 According to my records there are two handles da^ng aftlf
200. One is dated in the term of Hieron I; I need to

number of that one. And I need to know
the S3 number and the eponym or fabricant of the other.
You 11 have to get this information from Miss Grace.

M 1^

Thank you, thank you, thank you in advance for all this- I wish T u
there to do it mvAol f v, • .. „ "-"j-a, 1 wisn i could be
taking an 1°'= "f studanta are
to all. ClasBios, and all is going pretty ,ell. Oreetlngs

V. R. Grace

A



MOUNT ALLISON UNIVERSITY

SACKVILLE, NEW BRUNSWICK

CANADA

EOA 3C0

September 17» 1979

Dear Miss Grace;

I have just written to Helen Townsend about some coin and amphora handle
numbers I need for the moldmade bowl manuscript; a copy of my letter
is enclosed. Since most of the questions are straightforward (checking
to make sure the S3=KT equations are correct), I didn't want to bother
you with them. There are others, however, (especially the query about
Q 8-9) that can be answered only by you, and Helen T/ill have to get
that information from you, unless you prefer to write to me directly.

A couple of weeks ago Marian sent me the manuscript for a final check;
this was fortunate, for I was able to correct several minor errors which
would have been very bothersome later on. I went down to Princeton to
speak v/ith her last weekend, and it seems that, once the coin and
SS/KT numbers are added, it will be ready for the printer. I want to
thank you again for all your help; the whole project would have been
impossible without it. I am especially grateful that you were able to
go over the Deposit Summaries with me so that I can now feel confident
that, at least as far as amphoras are concerned, they are accurate.

Bob and I had a tiring but beautiful drive down through New England
(and back) over the past five days — he to turn in his thesis at Yale,
and I to return to manuscript to Marian. The weather was beautiful (despite
a slight brush with exhausted ex-hurricane Frederick) and the foliage is
just beginning to turn. iVe found a wonderful salt marsh full of egrets
in Maine. Now we're back at work, which includes a number of extra
curricular lectures; Bob is talking to the local naturalists' society
about Greek birds this thursday, and I lecture on "Women in Antiquity" the
following tv,c-ciay (as part of a non-credit adult education course). Bob
is also teaching a course on Ornithology in the Biology Department. So
we are keeping busy. We do very much miss Greece, but the clear air and
slow pace of Sackville are some compensation.

Please give my greetings to Maria and Andreas — and Maggie if she's back
in Greece now.

P.S. My cats survived my absence very well; Kavouri especially is fatter
than ever.
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54 Souidias St.
Athens I40
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DEPOSITS

Introduction

The study of Athenian Hellenistic pottery has not yet advanced to

the point where a pot may be dated independently. It must instead be

dated by the context in which it was found, which is in turn dated by the

study of any datable objects it may contain. Terracotta lamps, for which

Richard Howland established a relative chronology, can give some clue.

but the absolute dates assigned to them are in need of revision. The

only objects which provide a firm basis for dating in the Hellenistic

period are the coins and the stamped handles of storage amphoras.

STAMPED AMPHORA HANDLES

The chronology of the stamped handles of Knidian and Rhodian stor

age and transport amphoras has been deduced from various types of evidence.

A general frame of reference is provided by historically dated contexts.

such as the floor deposits of the Ptolemaic camp at Koroni (260's),

the building fill of the Stoa of Attalos II in Athens (159-138), the

destruction deposits at Corinth and Carthage (146), and the destruc

tion debris left by Sulla in Athens (86)- The nurpose of the stamps

on the handles was probably to insure government control of the capaci

ties of wine jars. An amphora usually bore the stamp of both the potter

who made it (fabricant) and the dating official during whose, term it was

made (eponym). Study of the interrelations between these names, partic

ularly on physically joined pairs of handles, in conjunction with develop-

Ml- ,1,'.'
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ment of the shapes of the amphoras and their handles, has resulted in

a fairly secure chronology for Rhodian and Knidian amphora handles of the
1-83

third and second centuries before Christ. It is constantly being ad

justed in the light of new evidence.

In her publication of the stamped amphora handles from the Maison

des Comediens on Delos, Virginia Grace outlined seven chronological peri-iw>.. .^
-U^ —

ods in the development of Rhodian and Knidian handles. These have

been used in the Deposit Summaries in this volume. The dates given here
/^ \ I 7 ' lyL—^

represent Grace's views as of T944-. ^

COINS

Fred Kleiner has recently proposed a chronology for the Athenian

Mew Style bronze coinage issued between 200 and 86 B.C. His conclusions

are based on study and comparison of the bronze coins from Hellenistic
T8&- Vil

deposits and hoards from Athens and elsewhere in Attica. He lists

sixteen major types of bronze coins issued by the mint of Athens during
T86R^these years. in the Deposit Summaries I refer where possible to

Kleiner's type Numbers.

Some of the coin issues may be connected with historical events

and in these cases the dating may be considered secure. There is, for

instance, an issue with Athena on the obverse and Zeus hurling a thunder

bolt ("fulminating Zeus") with a star between crescents as a symbol on

the reverse; coins of this issue can be dated to 87/6. The star

between crescents appears on the reverses of gold and silver coins bear-^

ing the names BASIAE MI0PAAATHE and APIETIQN — Mithradates VI

r-1-

Irl-T 7 I |p>,
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rof Pontos and his general, Aristion, who arrived in Athens in 88
;ere iss

>88:^00
and led the pro-Pontic forces against Sulla. The coins were issued just
before Sulla's siege of Athens and the Peiraieus in 87/6. ^

For earlier issues of coins with the fulminating Zeus reverse, and

for most other types as well, Kleiner is forced to base his conclusions
on archaeological rather than historical evidence, and his dates depend
heavily on those of the stamped amphora handles. This is most obvious in his
comparison of the fills of the Hellenistic stoas in the Agora.

Grace's researches indicate that the latest stamped amphora handles in

the fill under the Stoa of Attalos are about thirty-five years later than
those in the construction fill of the Middle Stoa. She concludes that

the Middle Stoa fill was closed around 180 B.C., the fill of the Stoa of

Attalos about 146 B.C. (see H-K 12-15 and P-R 6-12). The same coins are
ig of

WTJ-oZ)
found in both fills.^ New types do not appear until the closing of

the construction fill of South Stoa II around 140 B.C. (M-N 15.1).

Kleiner concludes that for a period of about thirty-five years, 180

to ca. 145 B.C., the Athenian mint struck no coins. This conclusion seems

justified, but it must be remembered that it is supported solely by the

chronology of the stamped amphora handles. Should that be adjusted, the

dating of the coins too would have to change.

DATES

In assigning dates to deposits one must assume a time-lag of some

years between the date of manufacture and the date of deposit of the ob

jects. An amphora manufactured in Rhodes or Knidos would not be discarded

in Athens until some years later, especially since the amphoras, once

emptied of their contents, were probably used as water containers. Coins

often circulated for a long time before they were lost. The wear of a

(i I
^ C> t . yp ^3 7,, 1.

' i,
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coin gives some indication of how long it was in use, but with other

objects it is usually impossible to know how much time elapsed be

tween manufacture and deposit. Some things were very old when they were

discarded, while others may have been practially new. The dates given

here for the deposits are approximations, deduced primarily from the

coins and stamped amphora handles. ,

The evidence from wells and cisterns is more reliable than that

from building fills and drains. Wells are the least subject to contamin

ation but, unfortunately, Hellenistic Athenians preferred to use cisterns for their

v;ater supply, and relatively few Hellenistic wells have been excavated. Cis

terns, with their connecting tunnels, are more likely to contain intrusive

material and are also more difficult to excavate stratigraphically. The

fill of a well accumulates in practically horizontal layers because of the

small diameter of the well. The fill of a cistern accumulates in a cone at

the center of the floor. It cannot be excavated in horizontal layers,'

since the latest material may have slid down to the floor from the top of

the cone. Unless there is a striking difference in the earth of successive

fills, it is almost impossible to distinguish between them in the dark and

wet conditions that almost .invariably attend excavation. Building fills,

although presumably sealed by the building, are usually disturbed to some

degree. They tend to be large and contain miscellaneous and fragmentary

pottery of a wide range of dates. The fills of drains are even less re

liable; there are always intrusions, perhaps because water continued to

trickle through the disused drain, bringing with it the occasionalicoin or

sherd.

(f. -fi.n- •
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TERMINOLOGY AND CONVENTIONS

A grid of twenty-meter squares has been laid out in the Agora, so

that reference may be made to any spot in the excavations by means of a

pair of coordinates, that is, a letter and a number. Deposits have been

assigned a grid reference locating them within a twenty-meter square (e.g.

A 1: see PI. 104). After a colon there is a second number which distin

guishes that deposit from others in the same square (e.g. A 1:1 or A 1:2).

When the deposit covers a very large area this reference number has some-,

times been omitted (e.g. H-K 12-^5" or P-R 6-12). Entries are arranged in

alphabetical order. ~rv»e. -vrii? o-'cc. rrwrVroX cro -pxcin C(^\.Qq

Most entries consist of a brief description of the deoosit and a

summary of its important datable contents; this summary has been omitted

for Roman deposits and a few ooorly dated Hellenistic contexts.

Stamped amphora handles are usually referred to by their Agora inventory

numbers; for the Knidian handles the Knidian type (KT) number is given

as well. Coins that are not included in Kleiner I or Svdronos are
* h

referred to by their Agora inventory numbers — a number preceded by a

Greek letter (e.g. Q -472). An approximate date for each deposit appears ,

at the upper right of the entry. \ -i#

The numbers of the bowls found in the deposit that are included "

in the Catalogue are listed after the discussion. General bibliography is

listed at the end; bibliograpi\y on specific objects of iuportance

occurs in parentheses in the appropriate place in the discussion.

ty. . . .. • .-T'; . • •
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A18:V Cistern (lower fill) 3r(l and early 4th quarters of 3rd cent..
Lower fill separated by layer of crushed bedrock from early Roman upper fill,

Five stamped amphora handles, none later than 225 (Rhodlan eponym Xenophantos;
fabrlcants Menekrates. Soterlchos: SS 9912, 9915, 9917-9919). Two coins of 2nd
half of 3rd cent. (Svoronos, pi". 24, 10-16; pi. 104, 8-18). Fragments of 6 bowls.

#375

Agora IV.

A 18:7 Pit Hellenistic and Roman

Eight coins.ranging from hth to 1st cent., with pottery continuing

to at least 3rd cent, after Christ.

37 82

A-B 19-20:1 Fill in Great Drain 2nd quarter of 2nd cent, to 86 B.C.

Fill in southern branch of Great Drain in industrial area outside south

west comer of Agora. Damage to drain before filling suggests fill deposited

after Sullan sack. Cf. D-E 15:1 and H 12:1 for other fills in drain. Most

of 134 stamped amphora handles date to 2nd and 3rd quarters of 2nd cent., with

exception of four later handles, among tlidm two Knidian of ca. 108 and 88 (eponyms
/VAcVfomex'sfS "70

Dam. Philipfios, Sosiphroi^H KT 155'̂ : SS 9193, 101.^). Aside from two
Roman intrusions, latest coins are Athenian bronzes probably deposited by

120 B.C. (Kleiner 2b, 4, 5, 13, 16). Latest lamp is type 35 A.

#45

Agora IV, nos. 309, 392, 411 , 457, 463, 618, 813; X; XH; Hesperia 20 ,

^ 1951, pp. 262-263; Kl^er II, pp. 15-19.
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B 20:2 Cistern 1st quarter of 2nd cent.

Cistern with single fill, connected by passage to cistern filled in

early 2nd cent, after Christ. Seventeen stamped amphora handles; Knidian

date early in period IV A (188-167 :&;=©.); one Rhodian dates to 184

(eponym Kleukrates; SS 9383). Types 33 Aand 34 variant lamps (Agora IV,

no. 465). Possible fragment of long-petal bowl must be intrusive. Later

lamps also intrusive (Agora IV, nos. 863, 885). One mould.

# 8, 180, 241 , 318

Agora XII; Hesperia 20, 1951, p. 70, fig. 1; pp. 263, 266; Delos XXVII,

p. 381.

k-o*

B 20:7 Well (upper fill) 2nd half of 3rd cent., not quite to end

Two use fills of early and middle 3rd cent, and upper dumped fill; only

upper fill contained Megarian bowls.' Most of seven stamped amphora handles

date in 3rd quarter of 3rd cent.; latest is Rhodian of 217 (eponyra,^^
Xenostratos: SS 9663). One coin of 1st quarter of 3rd cent. (Svoronos, pi.

24, 51-57). Latest lamp type 43 C. Fragments of about 20 bowls.

# 215, 247, 286

Hesperia 28. 1959, pp. 127-152 (D.B. Thompson, Altar Well).
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C 10:1

D 10:3

E 10:1

Manhole

Manhole

Manhole

Late 2nd to earlv 1st cent.

2nd half of 3rd cent, to early 'Brd quarter of 2nd cej
Sullan destruction debris

Three manholes providing access to system of channels, wells, and
cisterns. Three other manholes in system closed in Roman times.

£ lO;") __ Twenty stamped amphora handles dating before 8o- Three

3rd cent, coins. Type 38 lamp; type 56 Alamp indicates disturbance in later
1st. cent, or early 1st cent, after Christ (Agora IV, nos. 513, 797). Over
half of bowls long-petal.

Hesperia 34 , 1965 , p. 50; Delos XXVII, p. 381.

C10:1 -- Six stamped amphora handles; two latest are Knidian ^d ^^te^
ca. 107-97 (eponym Damokritos, duoviri of year of eponym Stratokles^.

KT 556, 2126: 83 4864, 6613). Two-thirds of bowls 1ong-petal.

# 327, 331

^^Delos XXVII, p. 381.
) X

i
D 10:3 — Five stamped amphora handles of 3-rd '̂qua*rt-er of 3rd cent, to

lTiid-2nd cent.; latest dated by Knidian eponym Kleumbrotos (KT 1194: SS 4873)

One 3rd cent. coin. Type 48 Alamp. One-third of bowls long-petal; one long-

petal mould.

# 350

/

C 17:: Pit Hellenistic and early Roman

Broad range of date reflected in stamped amphora handles, which

ran go -in date from 3rd cent, to 1st cent, after Christ.

« 12, 409
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C 20:2 Dumped fill to 150

Hellenistic fill thrown behind west wall of House N in early 1st cent,

after Christ (Hesperia 20, 1951, pp. 273-276). Wide range of date, but

most objects no later than mid-2nd cent. Many terracotta figurines, moulds

for figurines, two moulds for Megarian bowls; possibly debris from factory.

None of 12 stamped amphora handles dates after -l-SO-i Knidian date in

earlj' parj>^-f period>IV A (188-167 . No later coins. No long-petal

bowls but type 54 A lamp represents later material. Related fill to west

contained lamps of late 2nd and 1st cents. (Agora IV, nos. 515, 868).

# 78, 181, 392

Agora IV; Hesperia 20, 1951 , pp. 249, 268, 274; Delos XXVII, p. 381.

j ^ ^ TT7~\-t

D 5:2 Cistern oyster, Hellenistic and Roman

"ioter- :, irawsKaft and passoj^es ccntaininp. roctly Hellenistic

potteiy, ' •..i tv.'o Ror;a:'. coins and '.'ote late '.cran pottery. The amphora

handles i-ange fi'ot;: the last larrei' of the hrc cent.(SS 7261) to early

1st cent, (ah 7132', 733^).

143

D 10:3 See C 10:1

Vv-
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D 11:3 Drawshaft (lower fill) 1st cent., almost to end

D 11:4 + D 12:2 Cistern and Drawshaft (lower fill) 2nd cent, to 1st half of

1st cent.

System of two chambers, three drawshafts, and two blind tunnels. One

shaft and one chamber filled in Roman times. Lower fills of D 11:4 and

D 12:2 (separated by tunnel 0.50 m. long) are the same. D 11:3, D11:4, and 1

D 12:2 had upper fills of Roman date.

D 11:3 — Thirteen stamped amphora handles, of which six Knidian date

in last years before 88 (eponyms Andromenes, Hermon, Hermophantos). Hermo-
r

phantos dates immediately before or after hiatus of stamps from 88 to

ca. 85 (KT 882, 1482: SS 4919-4920; see Delos XXVII, p. 334, under E 98).

Only coin a very worn bronze of Antigonos Gonatos (277-239 ^^). Fragments

of Arretine pottery indicate cistern open until c^. 10 B.C. Over half of

bowls long-petal.

D 11:4 + D 12:2

D 11:4 — Nineteen stamped amphora handles, one joining handle from D 12:2.

Most are Knidian and date before 146 (period IV B), many before 166

(period IV A). One exception dates in early 1st cent, (eponym Aristainos:

KT 1510: SS 5306). Many late 2nd cent, lamps.

D 12:2 — Nine stamped amphora handles: several Knidian shortly before

88 (eponyms Andromenes, Hermon: KT 1370, 1500: SS 5018, 5029); one late ,
i?|.A , ^ . I • ^ s

Knidian handle of 86-50 (eponym Antipatros: SS 50-24^)[ Latest coin dates

85-ca.40 (Svoronos, pi. 79, 18-21). Despite the later date of the stamped

amphora handles and coins in D 12:2, physical joins between pottery in

D 12:2 and D 11:4 indicate all pottery deposited at one time. About one-

fifth of bowls long-petal.

#73 bis, 189, 207, 249

Agora IV; XII.



D 14:1 Well (upper fill)

m

Agora V.

Rotroff ^10
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Late Roman

D 17 Cistern (lower fill) 2nd to early 1st cent.

Lowest of three nearly contemporary Hellenistic fills. A single

stamped amphora handle dates around 90 (SS 10/12)•

-"14, 110

D 17:5' Cistern (upper fill) 3rd quarter of 2nd cent.

(lower fill) 1st half of 2nd cent.?

One of three chambers of cistern system. Sterile sand at bottom with

two distinct dumped fills above.

Upper fill: two stamped amphora handles date early in 3rd quarter

of 2nd cent. (1 Koan; 1 Rhodian with epp>ym Drakontides: SS 10497-10498).

Latest coins date in 1st two decades of 2nd cent. (Kleiner 9). One third

of bowls long-petal.

#265

Lower fill: one unique bronze coin of Histiaea(?) probably dating in

2nd cent, (for obverse see SNG(Copenhagen) 510-511, 547-549). No long-

petal bowls, but bov;ls of MMonogram Class indicate cistern filled in

2nd quarter of 2nd cent. Pottery well-preserved; probably a contemporary

household dump.

#13, 32, 112, 117, 147, 162, 187, 213

Aqora IV; Hesperia 20 , 1951 , p. 182.

; 'ri ^•"t" ,.L -7
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Cistern system Ath/"cent, with Hellenistic disturbance

Rotroff

#234, 387 (^wU, /V- ^X
\

Agora XII: Hesperia 24, 1955, p. 178, under no. 2.
*

( I''" £,yA. .rtrvi

D-E 15:1 Fill in Great Drain 2nd half of 2nd cent, to early 1st cent.

Fill in west branch of drain north of eastwest road. Upper

layer Roman, lower lafyer Hellenistic. Cf. A-B 19-20:1 and H 12:1 for

other fills in Great Drain. Twenty-five stamped amphora handles; latest

is Knidian dating slightly after 100 (eponym Aristainos: KT 1505: SS 9395)

Latest of 79 coins date in 2nd half of 2nd cent. Pottery closely similar

to that in Thompson's Group E. Two moulds, one for long-petal bowl.

#274, 357

Agora IV.

b -

"-a Jr.. ••••• •• • f 'Jn: v*f If' wr -• .V
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E 5:2 Cistern 2nd half of 3fd cent, to early 2nd cent.

Cistern connected by tunnel to another chamber filled in Byzantine

period. Small Hellenistic deposit on floor, somewhat contaminated by

Byzantine fill above. No stamped amphora handles later than Srd^iiaJ^ai^

3rd cent. (35 6818, 6845-6846^ 6C57-6858: Etudes Thasiennes IV, nos. 1265,

1486). Coins: two Byzantine, one 3rd cent. Ptolemaic, one Athenian of ca.

200 (Kleiner 1). Latest lamp type 45 C. Fragments of many bowls (ca. 42);

similar to those in M 21:1 and P 21:4.

#16, 18, 24, 30, 89, 124, 176, 254-255, 371

Agora XII

E 6:2 Cistern (upper fill) Late 2nd to early 1st cent.

E 6:1 + E 6:2 Cisterns (lower fill) 2nd and 3rd quarters of 2nd cent.

Two chambers connected by tunnel. Lower fill in tunnel and both

chambers contemporary. E 6:2 had upper fill of early 1st cent. Upper fill

of E 6:1 was Roman.

E 6:2 (upper fill): three Knidian amphora handles date from late 2nd to
1 • ; I •

early 1st cent, (eponyms Aristomedes, Euphragoras, Sosiphron: KT 1568, 1598,

1626: SS 6502-6504). Coin of 130-90 B.C. (Kleiner 6). Type 51 C lamp

(Agora IV, no. 693). Although these objects are later than those in lower

fill, joins between upper and lower fills and presence of long-petal bowls

in both fills indicates either the two were mixed in digging or the upper

and lower fill are one accumulated fill covering a broad range of time.

# 146

E 6:1 + E 6:2 (lower fill): joins between objects in both chambers and

tunnel between them indicate fill the same. Latest of 20 stamped amphora

HAS
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handles are Knidian, date 188-167 1^- (period IV A) (KT 531 , 654, 765, 1383:
. I \ i • ' >

SS 6500, 6511, 6515, 6517-6518). Latest coin dates in 1st two decades pf 2nd
'/

cent. (Kleiner 9). Despite early date of coins and amphora handles, long-petal

bowls indicate cistern not filled before mid-2nd cent. Figured bowls have

thick walls, small indistinct figures, and must date in 2nd quarter of 2nd

cent.

# 107, 407

Agora IV; XII; XIV, p. 80, note 235; Hesperia 26, 1957, p. 335, note 52;

Hesoeria 34, 1965, p. 50; Delos XXVII, p. 381. Tftv. If^ ' r,

E 10:1 See C 10:1 — •

E 14:1 Cistern (lower fill) 2nd half of 3rd cent, (disturbed)

Connected by tunnels with E 15:3 and E 14:3, all filled at different

dates. Upper late Roman fill. Late Hellenistic accumulation or disturbance

over surface of lower fill. Twenty stamped amphora handles, mostly Rhodian

of 244 - c^. 220 , the latest perhaps «. 218^1 (eponym Simylinos:

SS 4173). Note^however, pair of Knidian handles of ca. 150 found near

top of fill (eponym Euphragoras: KT 962: SS 4266, 4268). Coins: several

early 3rd cent. (Svoronos, pi. 22, 64-70; pi. 103, 17); Athenian or Delian

bronze of 85-30 fch-fc. (Svoronos, pi. 106, 29); Athenian imperial bronze of 2nd

cent, after Christ (Svoronos, pi. 85). Most pottery dates in 2nd half of 3rd

cent, but evidence of disturbance includes coins and Knidian handles mentioned

above, early Roman pottery, lamp and glass, Pergamene ware,and fragments of

18 long-petal bowls. Possibly disturbance comes from lower fill of drawshaft

E 14:3, which extended down connecting tunnel towards E 14:1. One stamp for

manufacture of moulds.

# 49, 108, 291, 330, 379, 400, 413
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Agora IV; V; XII; Hesperia 5^ 1936^ pp. 37-38, figs. 37-38; Hesperia

28, 1959, p. 130, note 15; Pnyx, p. 142, under no. 84.

E 14:3 Drawshaft (middle fill) 1st and early 2nd quarter of 1st cent.

Drawshaft connected by tunnels with chambers E 14:1 and E 15:3.

Shaft also contained lower fill of late 4th and 3rd cents., upper fill of

3rd cent, after Christ. Only middle fill contained Megarian bowls. Twenty

stamped amphora handles: consistent group of 19 Knidian dating between

108 and 88 (period VI), 13 in latest terms of this series, slightly before

88 (eponyms Andromenes, Aristokrates, Hermon, Pisinos). Coins include

19 specimens of earliest Athenian post-Sullan coinage, dating between 86

and C£. 70 (Svoronos, pi. 25, 12; pi. 79, 1-17; pi. 104, 31-37, 46-50;

pi. 107, 16-20, 28-41). Over two thirds of bowls long-petal.

#324 , 334,- 343, 397

Agora IV; Hesperia 5, 1936, p. 38, fig. 38; Hesperia 35, 1966, pp. 1-19

(D.B. Thompson, Kybele Cistern); Delos XXVII, p. 381; 7th series,

4, 1964, pp. 32-33, deposit II.

i. li^;6 Well (upper fillj Early Roman

'lostly early Rcn.an v.ith so;;ie iie; lenisT Ic naterlai, including a type

E8A lai;.p and tiiree Kiiidian stanpcd amphora nandles of the duoviri period,

dating early in the 1st cent. (SS 6108-0170). Lovjer fill is Hellenistic.

» 386

Deles IfXVII, p. 335, under no. E 102.

E 15:3 Cistern 1st cent, to early 1st cent, after Christ

Connected by long tunnel to E 14:1 and E 14:3. Eighteen stamped amphora

handles, many post-Sullan. Coins are later, giving date in 1st or 2nd decade
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after Christ (Svoronos, pi. 79, 38-42; pi. 80, 29-30, 37-42; pi. 104, 37).

#118-119, 388

Agora IV.

E 15:4 Cistern 1st to early 3rd quarter of 2nd cent.

Unstratified fill. Latest of ten stamped amphora handles are two Knidian

of 2nd quarter of 2nd cent, (eponyms Aristeides, Lysanios: KT 336, 856:

SS 4598-4599), and one Rhodian of 177 (eponym Archilaidas: SS 4600).

Worn coin of 200-180 found in fill over bedrock near by, which is probably

same as fill of cistern (Kleiner 2b). Type 34 A lamp (Agora IV, no. 447).

Many fragments of long-petal bowls, suggesting material deposited £a. 140

or later. Cf. Peiraieus Cistern for occurrence of long-petal bowls with

amphora handles of early 2nd quarter of 2nd cent, (see Appendix).

#64, 202, 287, 405

• Hesperia 34, 1965, p. 50.

F 5:1 Cistern (middle fill) 1st half of 2nd cent.

Nearly sterile lower fill, dumped middle fill, early Roman upper fill.

None of 18 stamped amphora handles later than 150,i;closely paralleled by
( •-

handles in G 5:3 and L 19:2 (Rhodian eponyms Agesippos, Eukles, Nikon; latest
o ^

Knidian eponyms are^-k-rat4-ori, Euphragoras, Menippos: KT 197, 731 , 1123). Latest

coin dates in late 3rd or early 2nd cent. (Svoronos, pi. 23, 47-49). Later

intrusion represented by type 50 B lamp of late 2nd to early 1st cent. Megarian

bowls have thick walls, small indistinct figures similar to those on bowls in

G5:3 and some examples in Thompson's Group C. No long-petal bowls.

#113, 126, 377

^9ora IV; XII; Hesperia 26, 1957, p. 335, note 51.
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F 13:3 Well (upper fill) Sullan destruction debris

Well in courtyard of Poros Building. Lower use fill of 4th cent,

and upper fill consisting of immediately pre-Sullan use fill and

contemporary dump, probably deposited after destruction of Poros Building

in 86. Among 74 stamped amphora handles are 67 Knidian, mostly dating

146-108 (period V); two date late in period VI, just before 88

(eponyms Andromenes, Hermon: KT 479, 1158: SS 3679-3680). Latest coins

are Athenian or Delian issues of 2nd or 1st cent., (Svoronos 106., 48-51 );

one very worn coin may be Augustan (Svoronos, pi. 79, 38-42: Agora coin

number B'-1097). This coin and fragment of early Roman pottery indicate

disturbance. Over half of bowls long-petal.

# 224, 335

Agora IV; XII; The Aegean and the Near East: Studies Presented to

Hetty Goldman, p. 95; p. 108, no. 2.

F 15:2 (Group E) Cistern 2nd half of 2nd cent.

down to 110

Chamber of cistern system; homogeneous fill. 13 Knidian stamped

amphora handles, none later than 110 (Delos XXVII, p. 322).

One 2nd-cent. Athenian bronze coin (Svoronos, pi. 107, nos. 31-35).

Cistern also yielded inscription of 122/1 (Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 61-

62, no. 26). See Appendix under Group E.

Thompson, pp. 392-427; Agora IV; XII; Hesperia 34, 1965, pp. 50-53;

Delos XXVII, p. 322.

k-i?-
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r j5:3 ..i-li Lii.tr- Poinai;

-.a^t.-rn -xEt oi" two Ittc weils du- through cisterr. wyEtei. that cortained

- iiO-ipoO.. ^ ..roihe ./f;!! c r.tr.i; (d soverai h' ilonistic pieces, alr.ost
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*'3

T!r,;p;c::., 393, fy,. SI.

F 17:4 Cistern Last quarter of 3rd cent, to early 2nd cent.

Main chamber of system with two blind tunnels and manhole. Un-

stratified fill with disturbance. Latest of 16 stamped amphora handles

dates 214 (Rhodian eponym Astymedes: SS 14658). Latest coin is Athenian

bronze with fulminating Zeus with eagle on reserse (issue uncertain) dating
between 200 and 110 (Kleiner 2a-g). Type 45 Clamp supports early 2nd cen^v'ly^
date. Disturbance indicated by two later coins (one of 40-30 from manhole

one of 1st or 2nd cent, after Christ in one of tunnels) and small fragment

of what may be long-petal bowl (P 30396). Otherwise bowls resemble those

in M21:1 and P21:4. Large number of bowls (c^. 41).

#19. 23, 68, 91, 214, 242 ,

19.3 Well (lower fill) Sullan destruction debris

Shallow well with lower fill of pottery, tiles, and plaster; upper fill
tiles and stones slightly, if any, later. Twenty of 23 stamped amphora

handles come from 17 Knidian jars dated to terms of seven different eponyms;
SIX of the seven date in 2nd half of period VI (i.e. between 98 and 88).
Eponyms Anstokrates and Hermon occur on eight jars. Only legible coin dates
in 4th cent. Pergamene ware confirms date. Fragments of Samian ware and
Pompeian red ware must be intrusive. Two thirds of bowls long-petal.

#34

l^los XXVII, p. 381.
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F 19:6 Well 1st half of 1st cent.

Shallow well with three closely contemporary fills, considered as one '

deposit. Joins between objects in all three fills. Only datable stamped
•,:;x • \ •- •

amphora handle<;Kn>d.lan, no later than mid-lst cent. (Picture Book VI, fig.
A

64; Delos XXVII, p. 333 under E 96; p. 354 under E 220; p. 317, note 2:

SS 9461). Only coin a Chi an bronze probably of 1st cent. (BMC(lonia), p. 337,

nos. 85-97, pi. 32, 15).

#410

Agora IV; X; Delos XXVII, p. 381.

6 5:3 Well (lower fill) 2nd quarter of 2nd cent.

Lower fill contained bones of 100-200 infants and 85 dogs. Byzantine

upper fill. Stamped amphora handles include four Knidian of period IV A
•-

(188-167 S5S:.), one of a—year-or two after 150(eponym Euphragoras:

KT 197: SS 8196). Handles dated by Euphragoras also occur in F 5:1

and L 19:2. Only coin dates to late 4th or early 3rd cent. Type 33 A

and 45 C lamps (Agora IV, no. 440). Most figured bowls are of MMonogram

Class. No long-petal bowls.

# 31 , 73, 109, 144, 236

Agora XII; Hesperia 8. 1939, pp. 238-239; Hesperia 26^ 1957, p. 339,

Pl. 77, no. 9; Hesperia , Supplement VIII. 1949, p. 186^no.8; JHS 82, 1962,
p. 130, pl. 5, 4.
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G 6:2 (Group C) Cisterns 1st and early 2nd quarter of 2nd cent.

Two chambers of cistern system with sealed Hellenistic lower fills;

Byzantine upper fill in one chamber. One stamped amphora handle of

200 fee. (Hesperia 3 (1934) p. 269, no. Latest of 5 coins a worn

Athenian triobol of 229-215 B.C. (Svoronos, pi. 24, nos. 25-27). Date
' V- • • SA .

based on comparison with F 5:1 and G 5:3 nearby. See Appendix under Group C.

Thompson, pp. 345-369; Agora IV; XII. k

G 13:4 (Group A) Well (upper fill): last quarter of 3rd cent, to

2nd quarter of 2nd cent.

(lower fill) late 4th cent, to 1st third

of 3rd cent.

Well with lower use fill and upper abandonment fill.

Upper fi11: presence of Megarian bowls indicates date at least as

late as last quarter of 3rd cent. No coins or stamped amphora handles.

Lower fill: close correspondences with pottery from Koroni indicate

deposit closed in 260's. One Thasian amphora handle (Etudes Thasiennes IV,
^SvlOo

.p. 392, no. 1607; Pnvx. p. 136, under no. 56;); no coins. See Appendix

under Group A.

Thompson, pp. 313-330; Agora IV; XII; Hesperia 31, 1962, p. 59;

Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 329; Hesperia 33, 1964, pp. 74-75; Hesperia ^

Supplement XI, 1966, pp. 11-13.
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G 14:2 Well (upper fill) 1st quarter of 1st cent.

(middle fill) 4th to 2nd cent.

Lower fill of early 4th cent. Disturbed middle fill separated from

upper fill by empty space and packing of amphoras. (
y-'

Upper fill: thre^ Knidian amphora handles dating to 108-98
—t-i- A

(eponym Alexandros: KT 5: SS 9465), to slightly before 88 (eponym

Andromenes: KT 1695: SS 326), and to slightly after 85 (eponym

vEiJboulos: KT 1788+2128: SS 9464). Most of bowls long-petal.

# 346, 403

Middle fil1: no coins or datable stamped amphora handles. Lamps

indicate broad range of date. Long-petal bowls found at all depths,

suggesting fill was dumped rather than accumulated over a period of time.

Most of bowls long-petal.

# 111, 332

Agora IV; XII.

I

G 14:5 Cistern (lower fill) 2nd half of 2nd cent.

Cistern with small lower fill and Roman upper fill; connected by

tunnel with chamber filled in Byzantine period. Only stamped amphora

handle dates 125 (Hesperia 3, 1934, p. 251, no. 131^- Half of

bowls long-petal.

# 309

H.zf
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H 6:4 Well 2nd half of 3rd cent., not quite to end
Lc^t" ^ v J-..— /-I l-s-

Homogeneous fill. LajLes-t-of eight-stamped amphora handles dates
-2- 1 ^ i- v r'-

to 217 (Rhodian eponym Xenostratos: SS 148). Fragments of only two

bowls. ' 1 \ • ' ( ^

# 4, 152

Agora IV; Hesperia 2. 1933, pp. 453-454; HSCP, Supplement I, 1940, pp.

183-210 (bronze head of Nike).

,(^0 ' ^

ife \'̂ \sVcsV,^(r^
H 6:9 Cistern (upper fill) Late 3rd ar^d-early 2nd cent.

Chamber of cistern system. Lower fill of last quarter of 4th cent.

Twelve stamped amphora handles; Rhodian date between 217 (eponym

Xenostratos: SS 74) and 197 ffff, (eponym Philodamos: SS 68).

les date within this range, except one Knidian dating after 167

(eponym Polycharos: KT 1183: SS 64)^ This and fragments of late s ic,
Roman lamp and bowl probably intrusrve. One mould.

# 132, 306

Agora IV; X: XII; XIV, p. 80, note 233; Hesperia 2, 1933, pp. 126-128^

figs. 13-14; p. 454; Hesperia 6. 1937, pp. 207-208, fig. 125.
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H 12:1 Fill in Great Drain 2nd half of 2nd cent.

Fill in course of west branch of drain abandoned when propylon south

of Tholos built. See A-B 19-20:1 and D-E 15:1 for other deposits in drain.

Twenty-five stamped amphora handles; five Knidian probably date between

ca 146 and 108 g=S- (eponyms Asklepiodoros(II), Euphranor, Menekrates,

Phi lombroti das: KT 12, 321 , 1278, 1434(IV): SS 7650, 7655-7656, 7790,

8147). Latest coins deposited in 3rd quarter of 2nd cent, or slightly

later. Reexamination of four coins originally thought to be Imperial

indicates two Hellenistic (Agora coin numbers Z-2790, 2864), one illegible

(Z-2776), one of late 1st or early 2nd cent, after Christ, probably

intrusive (Z-2748; Svoronos, pi. 88, 49-50). Pottery similar to Thompson's

Group E. Figured Megarian bowls have thick walls, small stamos, produced,

in worn moulds of coarse workmanship. Half of bowls long-petal. One long-

petal mould.

# 27, 285, 347

Agora IV; X; Kleiner II, pp. 11-15; Hesperia, Supplement IV, 1940, pp.

119-121 , figs. 89-90.

H 16:2 Cistern (lower fill) Sullan destruction debris

Part of large water system with at least four chambers and manholes

connected by tunnels. Late Roman upper fill. Latest coin dates to 87/6

fiai- (Kleiner 2k); seven others date in 2nd half of 2nd cent. (Kleiner

2h, 3, 4, 16). Coin of Theodosius I is intrusive (A.D. 379-395).

# 359, 364, 396
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H 16:3 (Group B) Cisterns ca. 320-240

Two chambers and drawshaft connected by tunnels; three deposits

of overlapping dates. Red-figured pelikai indicate earlier limits
/

(Thompson, B 1-2). Latest of 2 stamped amphora handles is Rhodian,

dates ca. 240 "gFe. (Hesperia 3, 1934, p./236<'̂ n^. 7^; Hesperia 32, 1963,
'feSSTtJ •' ^ ! , V • '

pp. 333-334, no. ify. Worn coin of early 3rd century (Svoronos, pi.

22, 76). See Appendix under Group B.

Thompson, pp. 330-345; Agora IV; XII; XXI; Hesperi a 31 . 1962, p. 59;

Hesperia 32 , 1963, pp. 327-329; Hesperi a 33, 1964, pp. 74-75; Hesperia^

Supplement XI, 1966, p. 13; Delos XXVII, pp. 292, 381 ; AthMitt 89, 1974,

p. 194.

H 16:4 (Group D) Pithos Mid-second cent., to at least 140

Storage pithos with single fill. One stamped amphora handle dates

slightly after 146 PFIt . (eponym Thaiinbrotidas: KT 1272: SS 336).

Latest coin dates in first two decades of 2nd cent. (Kleiner 9). Many

long-petal bowls indicate date somewhat after 146 for closing of

deposit. See Appendix under Group D.

Thompson, pp. 369-392 ; Agora IV; XII ,* XXI.

j t j
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Middle Stoa building fill .

constructs on tS 11 un.er firor 'ot.Iddle St'oa^n Date based on
Grace's analysis of ca. 1500 stamped a.phora handles in fill. None o
nearly 900 Rhodian handles later than 183 or 182. This date base

riranntc-it Currently dated 210-176 orcomparison with handles in Pergamon deposit.
175 ^ (see pp. 00-00). Seven of the 12 or 13 latest eponyms in
Pergamon deposit not represented in construction fill of Middle Stoa.

, e in 183 or 182 »«. (DgLot XXVII. P.P. 290-291). tatest Rhodtan
epony. is either Nitasaoorasd) or Theaidetos. None of approximately 400
Knidian handles-bear title "phrourarchos" characteristic of period IV A

..t
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to ca. 180

•H 'r-
(188-167 B.C.). but five names which occur elsewhere with this titlelOO- lU/u.v^./. I ' 1 .J ,

appear (Archestratos. Philophron. Philippos. SoKrates. Theuph^tos: see ,
XXVII. p. 320)7 Knidian handles therefore date shortly before 188.

«=C. Latest coins date 200-180 S&. (Kleiner 2c, 9). Five fragments of
,o„g-petal bowls and one frag^nt of figured bowl of H.Ainogram Class come ,
from disturbed area of fill at west end of building, which was completed
later than rest of Stoa (see I 14:2). Otherwise bowls similar to those
in other deposits of early 2nd cent. Fragments of six moulds.

, 37. 50. 63. 65. 83. 114. 131. 137. 140. 164. 182. 136. 198. 220.
223. 229. 232. 264. 278. 282-283. 294. 296. 314-316

-7

ftqora IV; VIII; XII; XIV. pp. 66-68; Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 317;
•i. T IT. I^ioincxc TT DO 29. 32; Del OS XXVII,

Kleiner I, pp. 303-311 , deposits I-H, Kleiner II, pp.
pp. 290-291 , 382; The Aege^ and ^ jj^ studies. Presented to

I rn l\l, b ^ ' (p ~
Goldman ,'pp. 97, 109, nos. 9-11. \>- "(( -• ! r JJ'

Early 3rd quarter of 2nd cent.?I 14:2 Pithos settling basin

Fill of pithos which served as settling basin in front of west end of
north side of Heliaia. Basin probably covered |Uring final phases of
construction at west end of Middle Stoa. Architecture of west end of Stoa
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L 17:7 Cisteni 3rd and early 4th quarter of 3rd cent.

Cistern with little pottery. Seven stamped amphora handles;-tbr&e—

Rhodian ^date-ietweet '234 and^221 (e^ans. Aglokritos , Pausani as( ?), Xalna-eai^t
;the-ddpros-: SS 14279-142-80-, 14282). Latest coin dates in 1st third of 3rd
cent. One small fragment of Megarian bowl of undetermined type.

Agora XII.

L 19:2 Cistern (upper cistern and shaft fill) 2nd to early 3rd quarter
of 2nd cent. ^ ' ,/

(lower cistern fill) 4th quarter of 3td cent.

Cistern filled in last quarter of 3rd cent.* er rninly upper

part of fill disturbed by cutting and subsequent filling of rectangular shaft.
Upper cistern and shaft fill: fourteen stamped amphora handles from^shaft,

mestOy Knidian dating between 167 and 150, with parallels in F 5:1 and G5:3;
A-

latest dated by eponym Euphragoras (KT 1257: SS 9546). Latest coins date

in 1st two decades of 2nd cent. (Kleiner 1, 9; Svoronos, pi. 23, 47-49).

Type 35 B lamp (Agora IV, no. 474). One fourth of bowls long-petal.

i?54, 192 , 385

•'/ ^ txT" A".)
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Lower cistern fill: three Rhodian amphpra handles o£ 4th quarter of

3rd cent., l^ates4-da:t4H^ti3--g4-aH^, (openym-44=tfrbifih^n^—55-9-5^). Latest
coin dates in last quarter of 3rd cent. (Svoronos, pi. 25, 5-10). Only one

fragment of Megarian bowl (imbricate).

, '17

M 18:10 Well late 3rd cent, to 1st quarter of 2nd cent.

Homogeneous fill. Latest of 14 stamped amphora handles are.two

Rhodian handles of 190 and 189 (eponyms Aineto^, Athanodotos: SS 14295-
14296). Rhodian and Knidian handles find parallels in Middle Stoa building

fill (H-K 12-15). Type 27 D lamp agrees with this date. Fragments of 50

bowls and 1 mould.

# 38, 48, 69, 174, 195, 209, 389

Agora XII; Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 317; Hesperia 34. 1965, p. 50.

M 20:1 Cistern (lower and middle fills) Sullan destruction debris

Use fill characterized by broken water jars (lower fill); contemporary

dump (middle fill); nearly sterile layer (probably part of middle fill);

Roman upper fill. Sixty-eight stamped amphora handles, mostly Knidian, all

dating between 108 and 88 (period VI); five handles dated by two of

the latest eponyms of this series, Hermon and Andromenes. Coins date to late

2nd or early 1st cent. (Kleiner 16). Sterile layer above middle fill contained

coin of 87/86 (Kleiner 2k) and one Byzantine intrusion. Middle fill

contained fruit measure conforming to late 2nd cent, decree (Agora X, DM 66;

Hesperia 18. 1949, p. 108-113). Over half of bowls long-petal.

# 328, 337-338 , 345, 361

Agor^ IV; V; Hesperia 18, 1949, p. 110, note 8; Delos XXVII, p. 381;

Ijie, Aeg^ and the Near East: Studies Presented to Hetty Goldman, p. 95, p.

"•0^, no.4.
1O J
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2nd half • of 3rd cent, to

M21:1 Cistern 1st quarter of 2nd cent.

Chamber of cistern system; homogeneous fill. Thirty-four stamped

amphora handles, mostly Rhodian of between 241 and ISCf? closely ,
paralleled by handles from deposit Q8-9. La-tesTf-dat-es-t0-1-86 I
(eponym Kallikratidds). Latest Athenian coins probably date between 200

/ | A; '

and 180 B.C. (Kleiner 2(issue uncertain), 9). Eight Histiaian tetrobols

dating ca. 170-160 at the earliest found near top, possibly an intrusive

hoard (NC, 7th series, 2 1962 pp. 17-22).

Largest group of Megarian bowls found in the Agora, consisting of

fragments of 183 bowls, one moulded jug and nine moulds. At least 119

bowls are products of Workshop of Bion; only 15 made by Workshop A. Great

simi 1arity among bowls, many with same stamps. Most were made in fresh

moulds. Four moulds made by Workshop of Bion, one perhaps a practice piece

made by unskilled apprentice (# 47). These facts suggest M21:1 represents

debris from Workshop of Bion, located near by. Cistern N 21:4, 20 m. to

northeast, contained similar evidence of workshop activity (see pp.00-00).

# 1 , 11 , 15, 20-21 , 25, 40, 42, 47, 52, 58, 62, 70, 75-77, 93, 99-105,

125, 129-130, 134-1.35, 139, 150, 155, 167, 170-171 , 177, 186, 190-191 , 199,

205, 210, 219, 228, 240, 244, 250, 260, 267, 275, 289, 308, 313, 406.

Agora IV; V; XII; Hesperia 17, 1948, pp. 160-161 ; Hesperia 32, 1963,

pp. 276-291 (D.B. Thompson, Komos Cistern); Delos XXVII, p. 381. Some

pottery published in Agora V, p. 64, under K 52, pi. 39; XIV, p. 187, pi. 94f;

ft Hesperia 26, 1957, pp. 345-346, pi. 83, no. 40; Pnyx, pp. 92-93, under nos.

3-4, pi. 50b.
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M23:1 Cistern 1st quarter of 1st cent.

Chamber of water system with one blind tunnel and two cisterns

connected by tunnel. Ten stamped amphora handles; two Knidian probably

date between 85 and 78 (eponyms Damokritos,.-^es^i5frron: KT-55£s. 1551; I-t-o ^ ,
/l

SS 3196, 3199). Latest coin is worn bronze of 2nd half of 2nd cent. Most

of bowls long-petal.

# 366

Del OS XXVII, p. 381; BCH, Supplement I,,1973, po. 192-194, p. 205, no. 12;

Nessana I, p. 126.

M-N 15:1 South Stoa II building fill . to ca. 140
I ' . ,

Construction fill under floor of South Stoa II, last of Hellenistic
V

stoas built in Agora. About 85 stamped amphora handles, many with parallels

in building fills of Middle Stoa and Stoa of Attalos. Latest are two Knidian
•••. ....

handles dating slightly after 146 EtTt. (eponyms Philippos, Diokles: KT 122, ^

971: SS 6579, 6585). Among coins are two issues of Athenian bronzes which

do not appear in fills of Middle Stoa and Stoa of Attalos (Kleiner 3, 10) f
1.

and confirm date slightly later than fill of Stoa of Attalos. Deposit probably

closed between 145 and 140 B.C. Fragments of long-petal bowls confirm date "

after mid-2nd cent. Types 25 A', 33 A, 35 B, and 44 A lamps. Most of bowls

figured; one mould.

# 33, 94, 127, 148, 153, 158, 185, 206, 225, 235, 239, 245, 288, 292.

Agora XII, nos. 1334, 1886; XIV, p. 68; Hesperia 32. 1963, p. 317;

Kleiner I, pp. 319-325, deposits VI-VIII; Kleiner II, pp. 29, 32; 0^1 os XXVII,

p. 382.
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M-N 18:1 Cistern 1st half of 1st cent.

Cistern connected by tunnel with cistern N 18:3. Only coin is Boiotian

dating between 220 and 197 (BMC(CGreece) p. 41, no. 81, pi. 6, 8).

Only indications of date are 1st cent, lamps (types 51 B, 54) two long-

petal bowls, and fragments of early Roman brittle ware.

# 340

N 18:3 Cistern 2nd half of 3rd cent.to early 2nd cent.

Cistern connected by tunnel with cistern M-N 18:1. Only stamped

amphora handle dates slightly after 240 SS-. (Rhodian fabricant Xenotimos:

SS 6914). Latest coin dates about 200 (Kleiner 1). J

if 161 ^
Agora IV; X; XII; Hesperia 31, 1962 , p. 246, note 10.

N 19:1 Cistern (upper fill: Group F) 1st cent.

(middle fill) Sullan destruction debris

Cistern connected by tunnel with another chamber. Lower fill of early

3rd cent.; dumped middle fill of Sullan debris; upper fill covering entire

1st cent. (Robinson's Group F). Joins between middle and upper fills;

intrusions from middle fill in upper fill.

Upper fi11: latest coins are Augustan, deposited no earlier than end of

1st cent. (Svoronos, pi. 80, 10, 34, 37-40). Stamped amphora handles earlier,
\ -

only one post-Sullan (Agora V, F 96). Absence of Arretine pottery indicates

deposit closed before c^. 10 B.C. Much mixed with middle fill. Mould for

long-petal bowl.

a 29, 149, 404

Middle fill: three Knidian stamped amphora handles date in last decade

of 2n(l cent, (eponyms Alexandres, Epiphanes: KT 5+1646 , 191: SS 72J'̂ , 7301 ,
/

f• n.i,

1 ^ 1-1 - 1 •
••H
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•F R7/R6 (Kleiner 2k) and several more either of 87/86 or7314). Two coins of 87/86 ^Kleiner i

slightly earlier (Kleiner 2h, 6, 16).
r- in 9i\- VTT; Hesperia 34, 1965, pp. 66- ,

Agora IV; V(Group F, pp. 10-21). Vli,
A 1064 DP 32-33, deposit III37th series, 4 1964 pp. ^

N 20:1 Well (upper

#276

Agora IV; V; VIII; XII

fill) 1st cent, after Christ and later

1st quarter of 1st cent.
N 20:4 Cistern

Foer contemporary strata deposited i^ediately after Sollan destruction,
considered as one deposit. Thirteen stamped amphora handles, none later
than no. Late Knidian eponym Hermon. dating close to 88, occurs twice,
coins date to 87/86 (Kleiner 2k) and one dates to 85-70 (Svoronos, p
31-38). Two thirds of bowls long petal.

^323, 367, 395

A^o^a IV; V; Hesp^ 35 . 1966 , pp. 252-259 (D.B. Thompson. Mask Cistern);
0|:os xxv'll, p. 3Bl; NC 7th series, 4, 1964 , pp. 32-33, deposit 1; ^
28 A, 1973 , pp. 183-186.

N2016 Cistern (lower and upper fill) 2nd half of 3rd cent, to early 2nd ce,
Lower use fill and contemporary dumped upper fill. Four stamped amphora

handles date between 240 and 200 (SS 7912, 8131, 10316-10316). Latest coin
dates ca. 200 (Kleiner 1).

#51

Ago ra IV
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N 20:7 Cistern (lower fill) 1st and early 2nd quarter of 2nd cent.

Cistern connected by tunnel to drawshaft. Lower fill disturbed in

Turkish times. Upper fill and fill of tunnel and drawshaft Turkish. Most

of nine stamped amphora handles date between 189 and 175 , latest in

term of Rhodian eponym Xenophon (SS 7898). Latest coin dates to 2nd or

1st cent. (Svoronos, pi. 106, 12-16). Large number of Mesa^iafl bowls (49).

No long-petal bowls.

# 98, 115, 156, 179, 208, 231, 246, 251, 370

Agora IV.

N 21:4 Cistern (middle fill) 2nd half of• 3rd ce'nt.to 1st quarter of 2nd cer

(lower fill) 3rd and early 4th quarter of 3rd cent.

Hellenistic lower and middle fills; early Roman upper fill. Three fills

mixed during excavation.

Middle fill: only stamped amphora handle comes from late Corinthian jar

of 2nd half of 3rd cent. (SS 9472). Latest coins date 200-180 (Kleiner

2a), except for Augustan coin which probably belongs with upper fill. Two

moulds, stamp for manufacture of moulds, clay stacking ring suggest fill is

dump from potter's establishment. All moulds and fragments of bowls produced

by workshop of Bion. Cistern M21:1, 20 m. to southwest, also contained moulds

and large quantity of bowls, mostly products of workshop of Bion. N 21:4 and

M21:1 are probably contemporary dumps from this shop, which was located near

\ by (see pp.QO-OO).

# 43, 163, 312, 412, 415

Lower fil 1: thirteen stamped amphora handles, most dating in 2nd half of

3rd cent; latest dates to 217 (Rhodian eponym Xenostratos: SS 8934).

Latest coin dates in 1st third of 3rd cent.J0ne stacking ring (possibly from

middle fill).

# 414
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Agora IV; XII; Hespena 31 ,1962 , pp. 244-262 (D.B. Thompson. Satyr
Cistern); Hespena 32 , 1963, pp. 325-326; DeW XXVII, p. 381.

0 16:3 well ^nd cent.
Tile-lined well with contemporary upper and lower fills separated by

layer of sterile mud. Latest coin dates ca. 200 (Kleiner 1). Koan
amphora with stamped handle dates slightly after 200 Sefe- (SS 14082). Type
43 A(?) lamp. Fragment of Roman terracotta plaque of late 3rd cent, after
Christ indicates contamination (Agora VI, no. 886). Megarian bowls of coarse
workmanship, unlike those of early second cent, contexts; none from fresh
moulds, some from very worn moulds. No long-petal bowls. This suggests date
in 2nd quarter of 2nd cent.

# 74, 141, 145

0 17• Cistern Sullan destruction debris

One of two chambers connected by tunnel. Two latest coins date to 87/86

f-g (Kleiner 2k). Gr^ ware lamp of first quarter of 1st cent, after Christ

indicates disturbance (Agora VII, p. 5, note 7). Half of bowls long petal.

# 211

Hesperia 32, 1963, p. 317.
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0 17:7 Cistern 1st to 3rd quarter of 2nd cent.

Cistern connected by tunnel to drawshaft. Disturbed by modern cesspool,

but some ancient fill intact. Objects from upper part of ancient fill later

than those from lower part, suggesting gradual accumulation. Eleven stamped

amphora handles; those from lower part of fill date in 1st quarter of 2nd

cent, (three Knidian and four Rhodian have parallels in Middle Stoa building

fill: H-K 12-15). Megarian bowls found with them are from worn moulds, of

poor workmanship, probably dating in 2nd quarter of 2nd cent. Some fragments

are of M Monogram Class. One Rhodian handle from upper part of deposit dates

in 2nd quarter of 2nd cent, (eponym Peisistratos: SS 14287). This part of

fill also contained fragments of long-petal bowls, Pergamene plate, Roman

lamp, suggesting cistern remained open into 3rd quarter of 2nd century and

beyond.

# 227, 390

Hesperi a 32 , 1963, p. 317; Hesperia 34, 1965 , p. 50.

0 20:2 Cistern Late 3rd to early 2nd cent.

Part of system with two chambers and well. Homogeneous fill. Latest

of 13 stamped amphora handles dates in 198 (Rhodian eponym Hieron: SS

8020). Latest lamp type 46 B (Agora IV, no. 596).

# 175

P 10:2 Cistern (lower fill) 2nd half of 3rd cent.

Connected by tunnel to cistern that went out of use in 2nd half of 4th

cent. Hellenistic lower fill, upper fill of 1st cent, after Christ. Two

Rhodian amphora handles, later of which dates slightly after 240 (SS

7770-7771). Latest lamp type 32. Fragments of only two Megarian bowls.

# 3

Agora XII, under P 10:1.
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P20:2 Cistern 3rd quarter of 2nd cent.
Single fill with joins between fragments from top and bottom. Only

stamped amphora handle dates between 146 and 108 (period V) but not
late in that period (Knidian eponym Epinikidas: KT 428: SS 14703). Only
coin dates between 200 and 87/86 BSt- (Kleiner 2). Types 27 Dand 34 B
lamps. Pottery finds parallels in Thompson's Group D. One-third of bowls
long-petal.

# 2, 321

P 21:4 Cistern Late 3rd to early 2nd cent^

Homogeneous fill. Thjee stamped amphora handles*, one Rhodian ^es to
207 B.C., another^to late 3rd or early 2nd cent, (eponym Sodamos: SS 14736,
14744). Latest coins date 200-180 (Kleiner^2a-b, 9), except very worn
Athenian bronze of ca. 30 BS- which is intrusive. 2nd cent, coins are

among earliest of New Style bronze issues, occurring also in building fill of
Middle Stoa (H-K 12-15). Middle Stoa fill contained one later issue of this
series (Kleiner 2c), suggesting P 21:4 was closed slightly earlier than

building fill. Latest lamps type 48 A. Large number of bowls of good

quality (ca 72), similar to those in M21:1. Small fragment of long-petal
bowl similar to fragment from Q8-9 (# 325) is probably part of disturbance

indicated by 1st cent. coin.

# 22, 55-57, 59, 61, 67, 72, 87, 96, 106, 120-122, 159-160, 173, 193-

194, 204, 212, 216, 238, 243, 248, 252-253, 263

Hesperia 42 , 1973 , pp. 154-156, pi. 33.
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P-R 6-12 Stoa of Attalos building fill to c^. 145

Stoa of Attalos dated within reign of Attalos II of Pergamon (159-

138 K??.) by inscription on architrave (Agora XIV, pp. 104-107)Over 100

stamped amphora handles in fill; latest are contemporary with latest handles

at Corinth (destroyed by Mummius in 146 B^.). Latest coins are same as those

in Middle Stoa building fill (H-K 12-14-) and date 200-180 (Kleiner 2c).

No long-petal bowls, but one fragment in fill over floor of Square Peristyle,

directly under fill of Stoa of Attalos (Q 8-9: #325). Absence of large

numbers of long-petal bowls suggests date not much after 150 "BaL. for closing

of deposit. ... 'V

\ .i
#88, 92, 97, 200, 293, 373, 393, 401

IV; XII; Hesperia 32. 1963, p. 317; Kleiner I, pp. 313-318,

deposits IV-V; Kleiner II, pp. 29, 32; Delos XXVII, p. 382.

Q 8-9 Fill over floor of Square Peristyle last quarter of 3rd cent, to

1st quarter of 2nd cent.

Square Peristyle demolished before Stoa of Attalos built; this fill lay

iasi^Mt under building fill of Stoa of Attalos (P-Q 6-12). One hundred and

twenty-two stamped amphora handles; many 3rd cent., handles and a few of early
h'k : .i-. t ^•) ^

2nd cent. , the latest dating to l.B6--t^r--4Rh«d+an--ep^onym-KalTvkrat.id^s)\ Many

parallels with handles from cistern M21:1. Latest coin dates ca. 200 (Kleinei

Latest lamps types 33 A, 34 A. Fragment of long-petal bowl (#325) probably

intrusive, possibly from building fill of Stoa of Attalos.

#5-6, 9, 17, 39, 60, 66, 158, 218, 256, 270-271, 284f, 325, 376, 383

^9ora IV, nos. 437, 448, 819, 607; Delos XXVII. p. 381.
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Q 10-11:1 Fill under floor of Brick Building 2nd quarter of 2nd cent.
por-V

Fill under floor ofmudbrick shop buildinp which succeeded Square

Peristyle and preceded Stoa of Attalos. Four stamped amphora handles;

latest bears name of Rhodian eponym Kallikrates (either slightly after 180

Bsc, or c^. 150 fiEL : SS 11621). In closely associated fill connected with

construction of Brick Building the latest amphora handle dates between 166

and 146 (Knidian eponym Polycharos: KT 378: SS 11050). Type 48 A

lamp. Destruction of Square Peristyle in 1st quarter of 2nd cent, gives

terminus post quern (see Q 8-9). Construction of Stoa of Attalos between.

159 and 138 B.C. gives terminus ante quem (see P-Q 6-12). No long-petal

bowls.

H no, 237

Agora XIV, p. 172; Hesperia 19, 1950, p. 320; Hesperia 21 , .1952^

p. 101. i4j=einer I, pp. 315-317, etepos-i^-j-V.

R 21:2 Cistern (lower fill) 2nd half of 2nd cent.

Cistern with two blind tunnels. Roman middle and upper fills. Some

Roman intrusions in lower fill. Latest of four stamped amphora handles

dates early in 3rd quarter of 2nd cent. (Knidian eponym Euphranor: KT 778).

Knidian fabricant Damokrates, who appears on another handle, probably

contemporary. Three 2nd-cent. coins, the latest dating 130-90 B.C.

(Kleiner 2a-g, 9, 16). Types 48 D and 51 B lamps indicate cistern remained

open until end of 2nd cent.

# 322, 329

Agora IV.
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APPENDIX

REVISED CHRONOLOGY OF

PUBLISHED ATHENIAN HELLENISTIC GROUPS

THE AGORA: GROUPS A - E

The fiive groups published by Thompson in 1934 cover the entire

range of the Hellenistic period. Their validity as criteria for relative

dating remains unaltered. However, recent advances in the study of coins

and stamped amphora handles, the only objects commonly found in Hellenis

tic deposits which can be dated independently, has necessitated a revision

of their absolute dates.

GROUP A (Deposit Summaries G13:4)^^
This deposit, dated by Thompson to the turn of the fourth to the

C'.'-'v.-v'-•" c.'.A.I >T

third century, is not of direct interest for the study of Meoarian bo\Vls;

the bowls it contained came from an undatable supplementary fill at the

top of the well that contained the deposit. The redating of the other

groups however is closely connected with the date of the lower fill of

Group A.

The well contained a single stamped handle from a Thasian amphoray
T96 ^

wh+ch-is not-eT-oseTy-databl-e.. There were no coins. The deposit must

therefore be assessed on the basis of comparison with material from other,

datable contexts. Thompson cited parallels from the Hellenistic cemeter-

V.D >

ir~
^ ^ dull- ^

V ^ < v2, -r" T ^ I ' J
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ies of Alexandria. Although the foundation of the city offers a terminus

post quern, there is no reliable terminus ante quern for the material in

the cemeteries. Since 1934 another, more helpful, comparison has come to

light. In 1959 excavations were carried but at Koroni, on the east coast

of Attica, on the site of what proved to be a Ptolemaic fort.. Most of

the pottery from that site was found to have parallels in Group A. It
>95 '̂®^ _ . . .

was accompanied, however, by coins of Ptolemy II, the latest of which

dates to 267/6 or 265/4.B5&- This suggested to the excavators that the

site had been used for a short period of time during the Chremonidean war

of the 260's^^ '̂̂ Sparkes and Talcott dated Group Ato ca. 340-310,"'"^ "
but the many parallels between Koroni and Group A indicate that some

adjustment of this date is necessary. Group A must now be placed in the
All

first quarter of the third century, if not slightly later.
cA-

The<jdcqari-^ bowls provide the only clue to the date of the upper
53

fill. One fragment (A 750 was made in a worn mould and has the convex

band rim pattern common in the second quarter of the century.

aia

GROUP B (Deposit Summaries H16:3)^^
The evidence from Koroni also affects the date of Group B. Thomp

son dated the material from this Hellenistic cistern system between 320
•]jQjQ.I>v2)

and 275 Grace, however, has determined that the one Rhodian han-

die from this group, which one would have expected to be roughly contem-

porary with the handles from Koroni, is in fact about twenty-five years

^2QQ n
later than the latest Rhodian handles found at the Ptolemaic encampment.

This discrepancy caused much consternation among students of both pottery/ ,

and stamped amphora handles, - since it was inmediately clear that either

the dating of Koroni or the dating of Groups A and B, and therefore of #

all third century pottery and stamped amphora handles, was in error. The

X I , - J , ". ji) ..-1 {rt.
'• 'A % .I I i t > \ -O-t '•
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only question was which ofithe two should be adjusted.

This question was soon resolved by Grace, who arrived at an inde

pendent confirmation of the date of Koroni through further study of Rhodian

handles. A large deposit at Pergamon provides a reasonably well fixed

point at about the middle of the series of Rhodian handles. Virtually

all Rhodian eponyms datable before the closing of this deposit are now

known from collections in Athens, Rhodes, and Alexandria. Grace arranged

these names in a chronological list, working back from the year 175^

the probable closing date of the Pergamon deposit. It seems that there

are only about sixty-five years between the latest handles in the Pergamon

deposit and the beginning of the practice of naming the months on Rhodian

handles. This practice begins therefore about 240,
.2*^, I I'

Only the name of the fabricant appears on the Rhodian handle from

Group B. It is a round stamp with a rose in the center and the name

Zenon running around its circumference. In all cases where this fabricant

stamp is paired with an eponym stamp, the eponym dates slightly after the

time when months began to be named. It has^however^been suggested that

the eponym on the handle in Group B should be restored as Philokrates,

203-'"7
whose term dates just before this practice was initiated. In any :

event, the h^€le dates around 240,9*-., and therefore Group Bmust have

been deposited after 240, approximately thirty-five years later than had

been thought previously. Three legible coins were recovered from the

cistern. The latest one dates within the first quarter of the third

century, but its extreme wear supports a date of ca. 240 for the de

posit.
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The earlier limit of Group B was placed around 320 on the
( ^ \i 04 -wds )

basis of comparison of the red figure pelikai Bl-2^with finds from Olyn-
thoSj Chatby, and southern Russia. Therefore the material in Group B

covers a span of some eighty years.

GROUP C (Deposit Summaries G 6:2)

Thompson dated Group C to the early second century. The datable

material is meagre. Reexamination of the five legible coins shows the
2Qf2:i\

latest to be a worn Athenian triobol of 229-215 , which could have

been deposited any time after 200 . The absence of issues of the New

Style bronze coinage with the fulminating Zeus reverse type (Kleiner 2)

would suggest a date not long after 200; but since so few coins were re

covered from the cistern, it is best not to rely too heavily on numist-

matic evidence. The only stamped amphora handle is not closely datable \

296-1."3-1— •
but belongs around the turn of the century.

'i'
A study of the MegarianbowlS''^hints that the material may have been

deposited as late as the second quarter of the century. The bowls are

for the most part miscellaneous small fragments. Only two bowls are sub

stantially whole; they were manufactured in fr^sh moulds by Workshop A

and the Workshop of Bion (e.g. C 21-22'^from the Workshop of Bion; C 49-
( .1 .rr.)

SOrfrom Workshop A). Twenty-two of the thirty-eight bowls in Group C

were made in worn moulds, which indicates that the industry had been

established for some time before they were made. Furthermore, several

of the fragments themselves show traces of wear; the resting surface of

C 27 is worn, and the walls of C 18, C 24-25, and C 28^show that the



^jo2- '
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sherds were battered about for some time before being deposited. All of

these worn bowls were themselves made in worn moulds. The latest bowls

are very similar to those from two other deposits excavated nearby on the
;?b

Kolonos Agoraios (F 5:1 and G5:3); some belong to the f! f'lonogram Class {C/2^, 43,
j P46X7).

45, 4/). Bowls of this sort occur elsewhere only in deposits dontaininq material

of the second quarter of the second century and later (e.g. E 15:4, N 20:7,

and 0 17:7). Neither F 5:1 nor G 5:3 contains any numismatic evidence

to indicate a date later than the early second century, because, as

Kleiner has demonstrated, no new coins were struck betv;een 180 and

209 2.1^
145 8=t. (see pp. 00-00). Both deposits, however, contain stamped

amphora handles of about ISO.ft^ Some of the lamps in F 5:1 and G 5:3

find parallels in Group C as well. These facts, together with the fairly

close proximity of the three cisterns, suggest that they were filled at the

same time, and that Group C was deposited during the second quarter of the

second century, though not necessarily later than about 165.

T| Q

Group D (Deposit Summaries H 16:4)

Thompson dated Group D to the middle of the second century. The

only coin, a bronze with a cicada on the obverse and an amohora on the

reverse (Kleiner 9), was formerly identified as a bronze of the Athenian

klerouchoj of 166; it has now been redated to the first two decades

of the second century. The only stamped amphora handle may date slightly

after 146. '̂̂ '̂ '̂ ^-

Over a third of the bowls in Group D are of the long-petal variety.

This indicates that the deposit was laid down after 146, the date

of the closing of the building fill of the Stoa of

Attalos, which contained no long-oetal bowls (P-R
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6-12). All of the long-petal bowls in Group D were made in fresh moulds:

onlv one showed any indication of extensive use before its deposit; the resting st
A-1

X face of D worn. The combined evidence suggests that Group D was

discarded not long after long-petal bowls began to be produced in Athens,

probably by 140 or 135.

As for the other bowls, two belong to a type that was manufactured

in the second quarter of the second century (D 34, D 37a: tee Cla^ 2).

Only one bowl of an early type appears in the group (D 3&: Workshop A);

it was made in a fresh mould and must date in the late third or early :

second century.

212
Group E (Deposit Summaries F 15:2)

Thompson connected Group E with Sulla's sack of Athens in 86,

An inscription found in the cistern and dated to the term of Nikodemos

213 ^'>"7
gives a terminus post quem of 122/1 . Reexamination of eight coins

from the deposit resulted in only one identification, an Athenian bronze

of the second century (Svoronos, pi. 107, nos. 31-35). There are thir

teen stamped amphora handles, all of them Knidian, which Grace now dates

no later than 110; there are none from Period VI {c^. 108-88 B.C.),

when the duoviri were named on Knidian handles.^^^^jhis contrasts sharp
ly with the handles in a large number of deposits which go right down to

88 B.C., when the practice of naming the duoviri stops-(e.g. F19:3 and '
M20:1). The evidence of the handles suggests that Group E was deposited

before the end of the second century before Ghriat and does not repre-

sent debris from the Sullan destruction. Alarge proportion of the

Neganan bowls are of the long-petal type, as one would expect in any

deposit of the second half of the second century. They differ, however.
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from the long-petal bowls in Group Din-ithat half were made in worn moulds
; P p ^

(E 74-75, E 85^.

THE KERAMEIKOS; DIPYLON WELL B-1

In 1965 a well in the southeast comer of the Dipylon Gate in the

Kerameikos was excavated by the German Archae^ogicall!Institute. The well
and its relation to the gate have been discussed by Gottfried Gruben, and

its contents were published by Karin Braun. The well was excavated in

arbitrary 0.50 meter layers (Abschnitten) which seem to belong to three

different fills. Braun distinguished two lower fills, representing ac

cumulation during two distinct periods of use, and separated in time by,

a gap of some years. Above this was a dump, apparently contemporary with

the second cessation of use. The well then presumably continued in use.

The upper four meters had been excavated in 1933 and the contents were

lost.

Braun dated the fills of the well on the basis of the stamped

amphora handles. Because of the revisions within the amphora chronology

of the third century outlined above (see Groups A and B) the amphora han

dles from Well B-1 must-be redated. Grace published a revision of these

dates in 1974; it remains here to relate those new dates to the other

material in the deposit.
21 r

Lower use fill (Abschnitten I-IV): The existence of whole

water jugs in the lowest stratum indicates that it was deposited during

a period of use. It was clear from the stratigraphy around the well that

its construction immediately postdated the construction of the Dipylon
Q s \

Gate, which was probably built between 307 and 304, Braun dated

1
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the earliest pottery to ca. 300 on the basis of parallels with Thompson's
Group Aand the tiadra necropolis in Alexandria. This date should perhaps
be lowered in light of the discoveries at Koroni. Braun chose an histor
ical event, the Athenian capitulation to Antigonos in 261 , as the

occasion for the end of the first.period of use. She based this conjecture

on three Rhodian stamped amphora handles, which were formerly dated to

the secondl^uarter of the th® century. According to the revised
chronology^ however, these handles date to 222, 241-225, and 222t217.
Therefore-Hiy connection wit '̂he Chremonidean War is impossible. The
first accumulation comes to an end, at the earliest, early in the fourth

quarter of the third century. This lower use fill contains no Me^af+an
bowls, and this offers confirmation for the new, later date for their in
ception.

Upper use fill (Abschnitten V-VIII): bowls first ap

pear in Abschnitt V, the lower part of the upper use fill. They appear

as well developed figured types, and the hypothesis of a gap of some years

between the two fills seems justified. Braun, relying again on the

stamped amphora handles, dated the lowest part of this fill around 230;

the uppermost part and the dump above it she associated with Philip

V's raid on Athens in c^. 200 . The revised dates of the stamped

amphora handles preclude this possibility. The fabricant of a Rhodian

handle from Abschnitt V (no. 135) dates it between 208 and 196-, the

Rhodian eponym Archidamos dates a handle from Abschnitt VII (no. 159)

to 192; and the Knidian stamp from Abschnitt VIII (no. 183) dates

slightly before 188. Two of these three handles therefore date well

after Philip's activities around the city.
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The rim patterns of most of the bowls are blurred, in

dicating that the moulds were just beginning to show wear. The bowls in

Abschnitten V and VI are for the most part from the Workshop of Bion (nos.

129, 131-133, 143) and Workshop A (nos. 128, 130, 134). Bowls of Workshop

A are also found in Abschnitten VII-VIII (nos. 148-149, 175?), but bowls

of Bion are absent. There are two bowls of Class 2 (nos. 150, 174) and

perhaps one of the MMonogram Class (no. 147).J This implies that the
upper use fill accumulated from £a. 200 to perjiaps slightly after 175.

2 23^^^ IDump (Abschnitten IX-XII): Comparison of the material in

Abschnitten IX and X with that in Abschnitt VIII, the highest part of the

second use fill, suggested to Braun that the dump was little if any later

than the top of the second use fill. She does^ however^ note four bronze

coins, which she dates to 167/6^^ or later, and cites them as evidence

g 2^^^^
for continued use of the well. Kleiner has dated this issue on Stylis-

tic and iconographical grounds between 150 and 140. There were two

bowls of the M Monogram Class in the dump fill, but no long-petal bowls.

This supports a date no earlier than ca. 145 for the beginning of bowls

with long-petal decoration in Athens.

THE PEIRAIEUS: THE PEIRAIEUS CISTERN

A cistern located at the comer of modern Karaiskou and George I

streets in the Peiraieuswas excavated in 1965 by the Greek Archae'logical
c • • •9-9-1^^ IService; its contents were published in 1971 by Ingrid Metzger. No

complete account of the excaVation and sorting of the pottery has been

published, but apparently no stratigraphy was noticed when the cistern
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g 2-Q
was dug. Metzger dated the material from the cistern from the last

quarter of the third century to the middle of the second century. The

only datable objects are the stamped amphora handles, which she did not

publish. Grace has, however, examined them, and believes them to date

early in the period from 188 to 167 (Period IV A). The latest of

the five Rhodian handles is dated by the eponym Kleukrates to 184.

There are twenty-eight Knidian handles, eleven of v,^ch are dated by four
eponyms of the early "phrourarch" period (Period IV ^); the eponyms named
are Agistratos, Ariston, Telesiphron, and Philtatos.

The Peiraieus Cistern also contained several fragments of long-
2 29

petal bowls. It is surprising to find amphora handles of the first

quarter of the second century together with long-petal bowls that must

date around the middle of the century at the earliest. The same unusual

situation occurs, however, in E 15:4 in the Agora. Metzger concluded

that long-petal bowls were manufactured in Athens in the second quarter

of the second century. The absence of long-petal bowls in the building

fill of the Stoa of Attalos makes this unlikely. More probably the cis

tern held two fills which were not distinguished at the time of excava

tion. The lower fill would have contained the amphora handles and the

imbricate, floral^ and figured bowls, while the upper fill would have pror

duced the long-petal bowls. Alternatively, the cistern may have held a

single fill which accumulated gradually from the end of the third century

to some time in the third quarter of the second century.
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